Collect stamps for each big screen adventure you embark upon. Once your passport is complete, head to the Explore Store on Level 5 to collect your prize!

**Asteroid Hunters**: Discover the best line of defense between the Earth and an asteroid’s path — scientists.

**Back from the Brink**: Join the activists saving the world’s most vulnerable species from extinction.

**Deep Sky**: Uncover the universe through awe-inspiring images from the James Webb Space Telescope.

**Pandas**: Tag along as these captive-born cuties journey into the wild for the first time.

**Stellar Tours: A Star is Born**: Follow the life cycle of a star in this live digital telescope show.
WATCH MOVIES WIN PRIZES!

- Watch two, collect a small prize.
- Watch three or four, collect a medium prize.
- Watch all five, collect a GRAND prize.

*Limit one prize per household. While supplies last.*